Extracorporeal shock wave therapy for plantar fasciitis: randomised controlled multicentre trial
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echnological change in general orthopaedics and its multiple sub-specialisations is continual. These changes are regulated, to varying degrees, by delegated authorities within appropriately mandated concepts. One relatively recent technology, since approximately 1990, has been the revision of treating relatively deep seated urolithiasis, whether in the renal parenchyma or the ureter, to more superficial musculoskeletal indications. Although originally conceived to dissipate calcifications in rotator cuff tendinopathy and to alter osseous biology, the technology rapidly spread to other common disorders that affect the musculoskeletal system. Unfortunately many of these applications were not tested through appropriate randomised clinical trials or practical clinical trials, which could adequately assess clinical efficacy and significant modification of the natural history of a given musculoskeletal disorder. Such studies are obviously in demand by clinicians and healthcare provider organisations to justify the application of both a given treatment modality and the efficiency of a new drug or device to accomplish an end result that is personally satisfactory to the patient and doctor and economically justifiable to the healthcare insurer/provider.

Musculoskeletal conditions are an underrepresented major affliction of most patients, especially in the active, otherwise medically healthy patient population. Many of these conditions limit the enjoyment of participation in recreational activities. Many musculoskeletal disorders also affect productivity (overuse, a controversial concept). Efforts to restore tissue tensility to alleviate pain and restore function in these situations deserve careful, well conceived evaluations.

In 1995 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States approved the initial studies to evaluate the application of a device specifically redesigned to apply extracorporeal (transcutaneous) shock waves to chronic plantar fasciopathy (fasciitis). This study approval process led to subsequent studies of other indications (lateral epicondylitis, fracture non-union) and other devices.

Shock waves for clinical use, whether in urology or orthopaedics, are generally generated by three methods: electrohydraulic, electromagnetic, and piezoelectric. Other technologies will undoubtedly emerge as physics merges with medicine. The different medical methods vary considerably in the total amount of shock wave energy delivered to the target issue, the size of f2 (which is the maximal energy), the size and volume of the energy, ellipsoid, and the depth of penetration of f2 into the tissue involved. Physician training and familiarity with the physics of the treatment is integral to the appropriate application of the technology to accomplish a satisfactory treatment outcome, as it is for a radiologist to understand the risks and benefits of diagnostic technologies.

Recent publications have both supported and questioned the applicability of extracorporeal shock waves to musculoskeletal conditions. Some studies have led to “global” interpretations that extracorporeal shock wave treatment (ESWT) is not effective. Such concepts are not appropriate. The three shock wave generation methods differ significantly in the overall size and volume of the applied shock waves. Even with a specific device, these variables may change. Speed and coworkers1 recently stated that “efficacy may be highly dependent upon machine types and treatment protocols”, and that “further research is needed to develop evidence based recommendation for the use of ESWT in musculoskeletal complaints.”

The recent study by Haake et al2 was negative about the potential efficacy of ESWT in plantar fasciitis. This study, which was obviously well conceived, applied low energy shock waves (0.08 mJ/mm2) to the plantar fascia in a transverse direction (medial to lateral) relying on ultrasound to focus a relatively narrow ellipsoid and f2 into the fascia. There were no descriptions of efforts by the treater (presumably a doctor) to specifically demarcate the primary focus of pain and to relate such to the ultrasound targeting. Low energy was applied in this study three times at two week intervals. The study concluded that this specific protocol was no more effective than a placebo. The conclusion that this protocol “is ineffective” was appropriate. However, the application of “ineffectiveness” of ESWT is equally inappropriate. The FDA data from Ossatron approval and Dornier Epos approval for treatment of plantar fasciitis were statistically significant. Haake et al2 used the Dornier device, but under completely different circumstances from their FDA study. Such differences lead to confusion for doctors and healthcare providers. The FDA studies, carried out using appropriate, well conceived treatment protocols, show that the technology with high energy (which requires anaesthesia) is usually effective. The recent studies by Buchbinder et al1, Speed et al,2 and Haake et al2 strongly suggest that multiple dosed, low energy, non-anaesthetically based treatments cannot accomplish the same clinical outcomes and patient satisfaction.

Evaluations need to be continued, comparing the efficacy of different generational methods and variations in the applied energy of a specific generational method. Increasing numbers of basic science publications support positive responses in the target musculoskeletal tissues (fascia, tendon, bone). Our responsibility as doctors, in an age of increasing emphasis on minimally (or even non-) invasive surgery, is to continue to evaluate, through effective and well designed clinical trials, the potential application of a procedure that is widely accepted in urology to a variety of musculoskeletal problems.
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Anterior cruciate ligament rupture: is osteoarthritis inevitable?

J Feller

Anterior cruciate ligament rupture, whether treated surgically or not, is associated with an increase in osteoarthritis in former soccer players.

Alarming is the word Von Parat, Roos, and Roos choose to describe their findings of significant knee osteoarthritis in middle aged former soccer players who had sustained a rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament more than a decade previously. Not only was there a high incidence of osteoarthritis in these former players, but reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament did not appear to provide protection from degenerative change in the knee.

In a 14 year follow up of subjects who had formed the basis of an earlier study, the authors identified 238 male soccer players who were diagnosed with anterior cruciate ligament injuries in 1986. They were able to contact 205 of the players. Of these, 154 answered questionnaires and a further subgroup of 122 consented to have knee radiographs.

In just over half of the 95 subjects with radiographic changes, there was osteoarthritis equivalent to Kellgren-Lawrence grade 2 or higher. Of the subjects who answered questionnaires, 58% had undergone anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. Interestingly, and perhaps surprisingly, there was no difference in radiographic outcome between those that had been treated with anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction and those who had not undergone reconstructive surgery. On the other hand, subjects who had sustained a meniscal tear had an increased prevalence of osteoarthritis, but the severity of radiographic changes was similar to those who did not have meniscal pathology associated with their anterior cruciate ligament rupture.

This study raises some interesting issues. The lack of benefit of anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction in terms of protection from osteoarthritis represents a challenge to knee surgeons. The authors do acknowledge that because there was no randomisation with respect to surgery, their findings are difficult to interpret. However, it is clearly difficult to design and implement a randomised comparison of reconstructive surgery with non-operative management of anterior cruciate ligament injuries, especially in active sportspeople. We therefore have to rely on studies such as the one under consideration to determine the best advice for a young, active sportsperson who has sustained a rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament. Although successful reconstruction will theoretically provide some protection from further damage to the menisci and articular cartilage, findings such as those being reported challenge this concept.

The authors state that there has been no study to date that shows that anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction protects the knee from osteoarthritis. However, Fink et al reported a lesser severity of osteoarthritis change, albeit with a higher prevalence, in those who had undergone anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction and returned to sport compared with those who did not have reconstructive surgery but nonetheless returned to sporting activities. It is noteworthy that, in both the current study and that of Fink et al, a patellar tendon graft was used for all reconstructive procedures.

Recently Pinczewski et al reported an increased prevalence of osteoarthritis associated with patellar tendon grafts compared with hamstring grafts seven years after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. We have recently used three dimensional motion analysis to compare the biomechanical function of subjects who had undergone anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction using either patellar tendon or hamstring tendon grafts. We identified differing patterns of abnormal moments about the knee in the two groups. The patellar tendon group had a reduced external knee flexion moment at mid stance, whereas the hamstring group had a reduced external extension moment at terminal stance. A reduced external knee flexion moment associated with patellar tendon grafts has also been reported in the setting of single limb landing tasks. This may provide an explanation for the increased incidence of osteoarthritis in the patellar tendon group as reported by Pinczewski et al, as reduced external knee flexion moments may be associated with reduced attenuation of forces passing across the knee joint. The apparent lack of protection from osteoarthritis after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction as reported by von Parat et al therefore needs to be evaluated cautiously.

Efforts have been made by various authors, including those of the current study, to determine the role that soccer participation in itself plays in the development of knee osteoarthritis. It continues to be difficult to establish the relative roles of recognised injury, unrecognised injury, and simple participation in soccer in the development of secondary osteoarthritis. Nonetheless, there is evidence to suggest that soccer participation, particularly at an elite level, does in itself contribute to development of knee osteoarthritis. The current study could have shed considerable further light on this issue by including radiographic assessment of the contralateral knee as part of the research protocol. This would have provided an excellent control cohort of knees with which to compare the anterior cruciate ligament deficient or reconstructed knees. The rate of return to soccer after the initial injury to the anterior cruciate ligament would also help to tease out the role of participation in soccer per se in the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis in this population. Unfortunately this information is not provided.

Whatever the cause of osteoarthritis in the current group of former soccer players, it did not appear to be associated with poorer function compared with no osteoarthritis. Similarly, anterior cruciate ligament reconstructive surgery and meniscal surgery did not appear to influence functional outcome. However, despite the lack of an association between these variables and functional outcome, the vast majority of subjects had reduced their level of activity after their knee injury, and most of these subjects had reduced their activity specifically because of their knee injury.

Somewhat paradoxically, subjects reported better knee function 14 years after injury than they had at seven years after injury. Given that at the more recent follow up there was a decreased rate of participation in soccer, this presumably reflects the assumption that the subjects had come to accept the limitations imposed by the knee injury.
This highlights the difficulties associated with long term follow up of patients who have undergone anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, or indeed those who have not had their anterior cruciate ligament injury treated surgically. Sports participation may not be a useful outcome variable in the longer term as reduced sports participation may simply reflect a change in priorities on the part of the individual, rather than be regarded by the individual as a significant functional loss.

An important methodological concern pertaining to the study under review is the potential for selection bias. As the authors correctly observe, it is possible that those subjects with knee symptoms would have been more likely to participate in the current follow up than those whose knee continued to function well. This could in turn have resulted in an overall poorer outcome than if all of the original 238 had been contactable, and had responded and undergone a radiographic assessment of their affected knee. Clearly the logistic problems of such long term follow up are considerable, and the authors should be congratulated rather than criticised for their efforts.

Whatever its shortcomings, the message from the current paper is clear. Anterior cruciate ligament rupture, whether treated surgically or not, is clearly associated with an increase in osteoarthritis in former soccer players. It remains to be seen whether improved surgical techniques of anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction and the use of grafts other than the patellar tendon can offer greater protection, while at the same time allowing resumption of sporting activities.
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**Frozen shoulder**

**Effect of arthrographic shoulder joint distension with saline and corticosteroid for adhesive capsulitis**

R Buchinder, S Green

Distension of the glenohumeral joint with saline and steroid has considerable short term benefit in adhesive capsulitis

Patients typically present with a history of gradual onset of severe, disabling shoulder pain accompanied by progressive limitation of both active and passive glenohumeral movement. Three phases have been described: an early painful phase, usually lasting two to nine months; an intermediate stiff phase, lasting 4–12 months, during which the stiffness predominates and pain is less pronounced; and a final recovery phase lasting 5–24 months, characterised by gradual return of movement. The pain and stiffness result in severe disability, restricting activities of daily living, work, and leisure activities. Although early studies suggested a self limiting condition lasting two to three years, other studies have found that up to 40% of patients have persistent symptoms and restriction of movement beyond three years, and 15% have persistent disability. Therefore effective treatment that shortens the duration of symptoms and disability has the potential to be of considerable value in terms of reduced morbidity and costs to both the patient and the community.

Intra-articular glucocorticosteroid injections aimed at improving movement at the glenohumeral joint are commonly used to treat adhesive capsulitis, although evidence of their short term benefit has only recently been established. A randomised placebo controlled trial involving 93 participants, performed by Carette and colleagues, showed that a single intra-articular injection of corticosteroid administered under fluoroscopic guidance combined with a simple home exercise programme was significantly better than placebo in improving pain and disability at six weeks, and this benefit was maintained at three months. The same study also showed that the addition of supervised physiotherapy, aimed at mobilisation of the glenohumeral joint, provided faster improvement in shoulder range of motion. Over time, the between group differences diminished, and by 12 months all treatment groups had improved to a similar degree.

We recently reported the positive results of a randomised, placebo controlled trial investigating the efficacy of intra-articular glucocorticoid injection combined with arthrographic distension of the glenohumeral joint with normal saline in this condition. We showed that shoulder joint distension...
with a combination of saline and steroid for patients with a painful stiff shoulder of at least three months duration is of significant benefit over placebo in improving function, pain, and range of movement at three weeks, and this benefit appears to be maintained at six weeks. Consistent with the favourable natural history of this condition, we also found a statistically significant reduction in treatment group differences over time, and by 12 weeks, the sustained gain over placebo was only observed for function when measured by a patient preference questionnaire.

There are strong theoretical reasons to suggest that glenohumeral joint distension may be useful for shoulder stiffness. Andren and Lundberg first described arthrographic distension of the glenohumeral joint capsule leading to capsular rupture as a treatment for the painful stiff shoulder in 1965. They injected 20 ml contrast medium, and normal saline if a larger amount of fluid was required, into the joint, which was then allowed to flow back and forth between the syringe and joint several times or until capsular rupture. Subsequently, distension of the joint has been described using a variety of other substances such as local anaesthetic and air, with most including corticosteroid as part of the procedure. Although numerous case series have reported favourable results of arthrographic shoulder joint distension, most have included corticosteroid; therefore it is not possible to directly attribute the benefit to the joint distension per se. Furthermore, two randomised controlled trials failed to find any benefit of distension combined with corticosteroid over corticosteroid alone, although a third trial did report significant improvements in range of motion and algiesic use but not pain.

It is important to note that all three trials injected small volumes of fluid (9–20 ml), which may not have been sufficient to adequately distend the shoulder capsule. The median volume injected in our trial was 43.3 ml (range 21–80) in the distension group and 6 ml in the placebo group. Joint distension proceeded until the subscapular bursa was filled, capsular rupture occurred, a total of 90 ml was injected, or the participant requested termination of the procedure.

The timing of joint distension in treating the painful stiff shoulder may also influence outcome. In the early painful phase of the disorder, patients may be unable to tolerate distension of the capsule, resulting in the injection of insufficient volume. We postulated that distension may be more effective in the later phases and therefore only included patients in our trial who had had at least three months of symptoms and whose resting pain was less than seven out of 10 on a visual analogue scale.

With hindsight it is easy to be critical of our choice of comparator (placebo). However, at the start of our trial, clear evidence of efficacy of any treatment interventions, including corticosteroid injections, for adhesive capsulitis was lacking. Although we think it unlikely, we were unable to exclude the possibility that the observed improvements in the distension group of our trial were partially or entirely due to the injection of corticosteroid rather than capsular distension. Over 25% of participants had received one or more steroid injections before the trial without benefit, although other presently unresolved issues, such as the accuracy of needle placement, may have influenced outcome.

It is also easy to be critical of our choice of active treatment arm (glenohumeral joint distension with a combination of saline and corticosteroid). This intervention is already part of the established standard of care in our setting, despite a lack of evidence of its value from appropriately conducted trials. We therefore chose to address the more relevant issue to us—namely the efficacy of glenohumeral joint distension (with both saline and steroid) as performed in our setting. The fact that this treatment is widely available in our setting most likely accounted for slow patient recruitment, with both patients and referrers reluctant to accept the 50% chance of placebo when the active treatment was readily accessible and affordable. This highlights the problems inherent in introducing new treatments that become incorporated into standard care before their proper evaluation.

On the basis of the available data, we currently know that both intra-articular steroid injection alone and a combination of glenohumeral joint distension with saline and steroid provide important short term benefits in this condition. The following remain to be determined: whether the combination of joint distension with saline and corticosteroid provides significantly more benefit than either distension with saline alone or corticosteroid injection alone; whether repeat distensions with or without steroid extend the benefit; whether the benefits of corticosteroid injection and glenohumeral joint distension vary depending on the phase of the disorder; and whether physiotherapy targeted to mobilisation and exercise after the procedure enhance the benefit of joint distension combined with steroid. We hope to obtain data to address some of these uncertainties from further trials that are currently underway.
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